“No Ordinary Performance. Remarkable, Imaginative, The Children were Riveted!!”

LANCASTER GUARDIAN

“Wonderful! A Real Treat!”

AUDIENCE MEMBER
Alice in Wonderland is a two-person theatre show that combines puppetry and stage performance with toe tapping live music and laugh-out-loud physical comedy.

Just over an hour in length, Alice contains an array of beautifully constructed puppets and specially composed musical numbers and is ideal for theatres, community spaces and festivals.

Join Alice as she loses herself in a story told by her tutor, Lewis Carroll; a tale about the strange world of Wonderland! Laugh and gasp as she grows as big as a house or as small as a mouse! Marvel at the strange people she meets along the way! Why does a Cheshire Cat grin? Is the Mad Hatter out to lunch (or just tea)? And will the Queen of Hearts really have Alice’s head cut off?

Join us down the Rabbit Hole to find out!

Alice in Wonderland is an adaptation of Lewis Carroll’s legendary children’s tale, packing in all of your favourite characters!

A panto/puppet-show/sing-a-long fantasy!

A video of Alice in Wonderland in action can be found on our website;

www.roughmagictheatre.co.uk

Space required for staging and performance; 6m (depth), 6m (width), 3m height.
Power requirements; 1 standard 3 pin household power point.

The performance takes place in front of a cloth booth which acts as set, shadow screen and “wings”. As such it is well suited to studio spaces, smaller venues and sheltered outdoor areas, as well as more conventional stage spaces.
**Price.**

Rough Magic Theatre aim to create high quality family shows at competitive prices and as with our previous shows, the cost of booking Alice in Wonderland is negotiable, and dependent on the nature of the venue, number of performances etc. The price can vary between £300.00 - £450.00. Part of the price can include after show question and answer sessions, photo opportunities, puppet demonstration or accompanying workshops.

**How to book Alice in Wonderland.**

Booking Alice in Wonderland is simple, just write to us, e-mail us or give us a call;

roughmagictheatre@hotmail.com

07901 791358 or 07917 692807
Rough Magic Theatre
36 Bargh’s Meadow,
High Bentham
Lancaster
North Yorkshire
LA2 7NH
Ask to speak to Collette Knowles or Tim Austin.